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How to transfer JFS
Forms to PantryTrak
Getting ready to use PantryTrak

Why Enter Information into PantryTrak?


It prepares your pantry for when you begin using PantryTrak with clients in the room.
Entering the information for each family takes different amounts of time depending
on whether the volunteers are experienced with typing skills or are new volunteers
with limited typing experience. For the comfort of your volunteers, and the speed of
your distribution it is better for the information to have been entered before you try
using PantryTrak with clients in the room.



Builds your organization’s service history. With PantryTrak you have access to an
incredible level of reporting and information about your communities. You won’t
have access to the full level of information right away, but as your pantry uses
PantryTrak and enters information in, your organization will build more and more
history, and get more and more information. All of this information is transferrable to
the past services you enter from your forms!


You’ve already done the hard work of giving out the food. Why not give
yourself the tools to show off the need in your community and the
great work you do to meet it?
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Goals of document


This document will instruct you on how to enter information contained on JFS
form 04221 into PantryTrak in preparation for using the system for all of your
registration and reporting needs.



This document will also train you how to use PantryTrak and will quickly make
you an expert on how to use PantryTrak and help you answer questions others
may have about how to use the system.
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Strategies to Train Volunteers on
PantryTrak


If you only want provide your volunteers with a minimum level of training,
at least 20 to 30 forms will allow the volunteer to learn how PantryTrak
works. This will also expose them to a few nuances of PantryTrak such as
the three ways to search for families, how to enter new families, and how
to edit the information of existing families.



For a more complete level of training, data entry experience, and
understanding, over 50 forms per volunteer would be preferable.



After you’ve trained your volunteers why not get your pantry even more
ready to use PantryTrak? As a general rule, the more information you
enter, the easier it will be to start and use PantryTrak during a food
distribution. If you store your forms alphabetically, start working your way
down the alphabet and see how far you get before you can’t resist the
urge to start using PantryTrak with your clients!
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Special Strategies to Enter Your Data in
PantryTrak


Group Saturday


To start out, it might work well for you to get a group of volunteers
together and train them on the process of entering the forms. From
there, you will all be able to work together and move a large number
of your families and their service records into PantryTrak!



A similar strategy to the one above, you could get your youth group
together, tell them to bring their laptops, buy a couple of pizzas and
two liters. After a little training they can all then work to move your
families and service records into PantryTrak. You never know, they
might be able to move all of your families into PantryTrak in just a
few hours!



Bit by bit: While you have slow times in the Pantry, your regular desk
volunteers can enter the old information for your pantry.



Mirroring: Enter in the forms you process while you are getting ready to
use PantryTrak. This can be done by your regular desk volunteers, or done
later by a volunteer who likes data entry. Either way it will give you
complete information or help you move into PantryTrak.
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What is a JFS Form?


Ohio Department of Job and Family
Services Form 04221 (JFS Form) is
filled out at the pantry level by
either pantry volunteers, or the head
of household.



Through the form, the client’s name,
address, phone number, and number
of household members are collected.



When the client signs, they are selfcertifying that their income is below
the threshold for their household,
and they are eligible to receive food.



The same form can be used for
multiple visits within the same state
Fiscal Year, but must be changed
each July.
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Why do we want to get rid of the JFS
form?


The JFS forms only showed a portion
of the information regarding the
families that you serve, PantryTrak
provides you more comprehensive
information about families and gives
you better tools to better serve those
families.



PantryTrak eliminates storing JFS
records for three years.



Eliminates errors and difficult to read
handwriting made on JFS forms
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Main Screen
Overview


To begin the
process of
adding JFS
forms to
PantryTrak,
click on
Quick Add



The next
slides will
walk you
through the
general
process of
entering JFS
forms into
PantryTrak
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Search for Client


When you begin entering your JFS forms into PantryTrak it is very important
that you first search for your families. By searching and finding a family, you
will not have to enter that families' information into the system again.



Searching for families is an important skill to have when using the system with
clients during distribution and is the key to maintaining an accurate unduplicated count.
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Searching for Clients


Sometime when you search for a family you will get the message:
“Sorry over 300 records” this means there are large number of families with
the name, phone number, or address you are search for.



Don’t worry though, there are a number of ways to narrow down a search.
Check out the next couple of slides to learn about mastering how to search.
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Searching for Clients
There are a number of ways to search for families and mastering all three will give you
the tools to quickly and easily find your families.

This box has two search options




Last Name
1.

i.e. Washington

2.

i.e smith, j

Last four digits of phone number
1.

i.e 5678

Or search by:
• Street Address
•

1. i.e 1234
2. i.e 1600
Narrow it down with
a street
1. i.e 123 Main
2. i.e 1600 Penn
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Searching for Clients – by name


1.

2.

Searching functions are a
lot like a funnel. When
you start at the top it can
hold a lot. As us you get
closer to the bottom the
more narrowed down the
results become.
When entering
information into the
search box, remember
that you only have to
type of couple of letters
or digits to get results.

You do not have to type
in the full last name, first
name, or address to get a
result. A few letters or
digits are usually
sufficient. Typing more
just narrows your results.

All names
Last Names that start
with Sm

Last names that are
smith
Last name that
is smith, and
first name that
starts with J
People
named
Jackie
Smith

57
Matches

48
matches
19
matches

1 Match

Searching for Clients-Address


1.

2.

Searching functions are a lot
like a funnel. When you start
at the top it can hold a lot.
As us you get closer to the
bottom the more narrowed
down the results become.
When entering information
into the search box,
remember that you only
have to type of couple of
letters or digits to get
results.
You do not have to type in
the full last name, first
name, or address to get a
result. A few letters or digits
are usually sufficient.

All addresses

Addresses start
with 123

237
Matches

Addresses
that start
with 123 A

10
Matches

Addresses
that are
123 Akron

1
Match
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Search Results


After searching for last name or address, these columns will appear:

Name- last, first

Last Served- the last
time the family
received a service at
your pantry(Does not
show services
received at other
organizations)

Address- includes,
street number, street,
address 2, and zip
code.

City

Phone number- if a
family does not have
a phone, the word
“none” should appear
in this field

Merge- if you see that there
are duplicate records of a
family, you click the merge
field on both records.(The
merge will not happen
instantaneously, but will
eventually take effect.

Searching for Clients-Hover Over


The hover over function is a great way to get a sneak peak into a client record.



To use it, place your mouse over Family ID, but do not click on Family ID

After you hover over the ID, you will
see:
1. Client’s name
2. Client’s address
3. Phone number,
4. Who is the family
5. Past five service visits
•

•

If this is the correct client, click on
Family ID and proceed to slide
17.(Clicking on Family ID multiple
times, will create multiple family
records, so only click ID once)
If you do not find the family you are
looking for, check out the next page
for searching tips.
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No Results





If last name yields no results than follow these steps
1.

Expand the search and try the name again.

2.

Search for client’s address.

3.

Search for the last four digits of the client’s phone number.

If none of these searches produce any results than add new client.


Directions for this are on slide 26.
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Scenario 1- Family already in PantryTrak


Check the JFS form and
verify that the info
matches:

1.

Address and zip code
match JFS form

2.

Phone number matches
JFS form

3.

Number in household
correlates with JFS form


If the information from
the JFS form does not
match, go to slide 18 to
learn how to correctly
add information from
JFS forms into
PantryTrak.



If no changes need to
be made click on
service history and go
to slide 21 to learn
about this tab.
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Scenario 1- Changes to a Family Already in
PantryTrak


If the address or phone number
that is already in the system does
not match the JFS form, click in
the address or phone number box
to modify the information. A green
dot will appear when the
information is updated.



If you have extra information and
can update click in the box to
enter a date of birth.



If you don’t have a birthday, but
know an age, you can enter that
into the column.



To add notes about families, click
in note box and add the
information.



To change family size in
PantryTrak, there are a few ways
to do this. Go to next slide to find
out more
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Scenario 1- Changes to Family Size


If you need to add/remove
members of the household
that already appear under
the household information,
click inactive or active next
to their name. Reload the
page and the household
member will change from
white to yellow if you click
“inactive” and yellow to
white if you click “active”.



If you need to add a new
family members that do not
already appear in the
household click on family
members tab.
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Scenario 1- Changes to Family Size


If you have supporting documents that provide you with have the name of the
person you need to add, type this information into the green boxes. To add
this person to the household, make sure to click “Add New Family Member” to
add them to the family. Repeat the process to add more family members as
necessary.



If you only have the JFS form that gives you only with the amount of people in
family without any extra information, create placeholder family members for
the people you want to add. When the family comes back, you can complete
their record. Make sure to click create to add placeholders to the family



After you are done adding/subtracting members from the household, to add
service history to family record, click service history tab.
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Historical Service Records


To add dates from the JFS form click on add Historical Service Records.



Adding your families to PantryTrak helps get your pantry ready to use the
system. However, one of the most important yet over looked parts od getting
your pantry ready to use PantryTrak is building in the serve history of your
families. The next couple of screens will walk you through how to do this.
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Historical Records Continued


After you click
“Add Historical
Record”, you will
come to a screen
with 12 empty
boxes. Enter these
dates into the
boxes.
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Historical Service Records Continued


To enter date into boxes, either choose correct
date on calendar or type in the date as
mm/dd/yyyy




01/01/2013 is the proper format, not 1/1/13.
If you type in 1/1/13 the computer literally
thinks this is the year 13 AD and will not accept
the value

To save records to PantryTrak, click on Add button


If records are entered correctly, green text will
appear on screen. Click close record to exit
Historical Records.
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Adding New Family into PantryTrak


How to add a new family from a JFS form and transfer their
information into PantryTrak
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Did your search?


Before adding a new family to PantryTrak, make sure you exhausted all your
search options.

Remember this box has two search
options
Last Name
1. i.e. Washington
2. i.e smith, j

Last four digits of phone number
1. i.e 5678


Remember this box is search by:
• Street Address
•

1. i.e 1234
2. i.e 1600
Narrow it down with a street
1. i.e 123 Main
2. i.e 1600 Penn

Remember expanding the search will also help you to locate families.

Scenario 2: Add New Client


Transfer information from
JFS form to the respective
boxes:

1.

First and last name of
head of household

2.

Address



When including lots and
apartments, make sure to
type Apt or Lot with the
number i.e Apt 102 or Lot
33

1.

Zip code



If a zip code falls in
multiple counties you’ll
have to determine which
county they live in. Use
your best judgment, or
use google maps.
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Scenario 2: Add New Client Continued
1.

Phone number(if client has
no phone, type None into
box.)

2.

Date of Birth(format must
be: mm/dd/yyyy i.e
09/20/1992)



If you do not have HOH
birthdate that okay, type in
age if you know it, or use a
placeholder for now.



To guess which placeholder
to use for HOH age, look at
total number in household
and by process of
elimination use the most
appropriate placeholder.

1.

Gender

2.

Total # in household. In
each age group include the
head of household in the
proper count.



Click next
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Scenario 2:Add New Client and Historical Service


If your pantry had
used any extra
documents or
forms to register
families fill out any
member names or
ages you might
have, or know.



If you don’t have
any extra
information, that
is fine too, just
leave the
placeholder
information in
place



To add historical
data from JFS
forms checkmark
the Yes that
appears under
Other Family
Members box.
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Scenario 2:Historical Service Records Continued


Add dates from JFS form to boxes



Special note about the first date – defaults to today,
change if necessary.



To enter date into boxes, either choose correct date
on calendar or type in the date as mm/dd/yyyy.




01/01/2013 is the proper format, not 1/1/13. If
you type in 1/1/13 the computer literally thinks
this is the year 13 AD and will not accept the value

To save records to PantryTrak, click on Add button


If records are entered correctly, green text will
appear on screen. Click close window to exit
record.
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Historical Service


After returning to
at the top of the
page, there will be
a tab that says
Served Last, check
the date on the tab
and the last date
entered from JFS
form should be at
the top.



If there is no date,
click on service
history and add
dates.



If the correct date
is there, close
window.
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Historical Service Records Continued


To see what you’ve added from the JFS form, re-search for client.



After you find the client, under the Last Served column you should see the
last service date you’ve entered in PantryTrak.



If you can’t find a family you know you’ve added contact your Foodbank. It
can be easily fixed, but can only be done by an administrator.
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Results of adding JFS forms data to
PantryTrak


Fully searchable database of your clients



Full report on the services you have
performed.



Easier registration at future distributions.
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